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"Yume Miru Yoru" - Clean Tears & HISUIRIKA ft. Aoki Lapis   

  

 

Title: 

Dreaming Night 

 

Artist: 

Clean Tears & Rika Hisui ft. Lapis Aoki 

 

Lyrics: 

A jewel which is only mine that twinklingly sparkles 

Shut in both hands because I will keep it secret 

 

I finally ran across my proof I’m alive  

You have become my place to return to[…][…]Yes! Definitely 

 

The moon grows bright / Even the night is giving its blessing 

Having begun to move from deep inside (my) chest, the feelings that dance are what? 

Everything is a first, happy things, fun things 

I count my fingers and fall asleep[…][…]until the day I can go to meet you 
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A fluffy, light caramel colored sweet[…] 

[…]I put in my mouth and it melts, right, with a sweet smile 

 

Us two who were separated’s distance is unbearably painful 

I can’t go back alone to a room without light[…][…]So please 

 

The moon grows round / Even the night is going to further grow deeper 

I simply can’t live here / That kind of existence[…] 

I want (you) to be by (me) / If I obtain (you), I can not let (you) get away 

It’s not monochrome that had turned color / A world you are in 

 

A turn of fate that had shut in (my) heart 

I kept thinking I lost the locked key[…] 

[…]The words of that person who is like God[…] 

[…]knocked on my door and thrust in 

 

The moon is casting light / Even the night is silently watching over 

(You) cast a good luck charm for me / An incantation that became happiness 
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The moon grows light / Even the night is giving its blessing 

Having begun to move from deep inside (my) chest, the feelings that dance are what? 

The moon grows round / Even the night is going to further grow deeper 

I simply can’t live without you here, too / That kind of existence (Meaning “Being unable to live 

without you is how I’m living now”) 

  

Because I can be near (you), I’m not alone / (It’s) okay! 

It’s not monochrome that had turned color / Just the two of us’s world 

 

Turn around and around and dance! 

 

Turn around and around and (it) comes true! 


